
The Original - The Best



CHOOSE NOMADIC: CHOOSE...

THE ORIGINAL 
Invented by Ted Zeigler in 1975, Nomadic Instand® revolutionised exhibitions worldwide with its
revolutionary self-locking technology allowing fast installation by one person. 

PORTABILITY
Lightweight and compact units that are easy to transport in tailor made casing. 

ECONOMY
A smart Investment that yields real value for money over years of continuous use

10 MIN SETUP
3 meter walls can be set-up in 10-minutes, by one person. 

FLEXIBILITY
Reconfigure designs or scale your display up by integrating
with other units or Nomadic Display products.

LONGEVITY
Durable construction, that’s covered by a guarantee
for life, no questions asked. 

VERSATILITY
Easy to replace branding, means you can
change your messages easily. 

ACCESSORIES 
A wide range of accessories will help
you to change the functionality
of your stand.

WHY BUY NOMADIC INSTAND
POP-UP SOLUTIONS?



Portable Curved pop up Portable Flat pop up

Range of Sizes Available

Range



Truly Modular
Add frames together to create different sized spaces and shapes.
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Accessories
Lights 

Tablet ShelfTV  Monitor 
Stand

Floating Product
Display Shelf

Monitor Mount iPad Tablet Mount Literature Holder Bookcase

Upgrades and Accessories
Nomadic Display has one of the latest ranges of accessories for your pop-up 

display, whether you want to showcase your new product or show off your new 
video we have an accessory for you.

Nomadic Evolve Modular Counter Range
The perfect companion for our pop-up range.

•  Tool-less assembly        •  Compact flatpack case        •  Accessories available
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Nobody knows pop up displays 
like Nomadic!

Nomadic House
Unit 5 Griffin Centre
Staines Road, Feltham 
TW14 0HS
0208 326 5555

+44 (0)208  326 5555

www.nomadicdisplay.co.uk

Brightwall  Integration
Brightwall backlit displays integrate with the Nomadic pop up 
systems to create high impact.             


